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alternative oil sources
ease energy threats
By Carol Braun
Over the holiday break,
Moorhead State College briefly
faced the possibility of being
unable to get fuel oil supplies.
On Dec. 20, MSC's regular
supplier, Murphy Oil of DuluthSuperior notified the college
that it did not have enough oil to
be able to deliver any here until
Jan. 5 or 6.

oil crisis
next victims
may be

The energy shortage has forced some drivers to find alternate fuel supplies.
Photo by Jeff Liss

"We were never down below a
reserve of 70,000 gallons,"
Herring said. "That's enough to
last about seven days at a
regular operational level and
about 14 days at our reduced
level over break. We were
never dangerously close to
being out."

MSC a l s o s u c c e s s f u l l y
implemented a special fuel
conservation program which
may have saved as much or
H o w e v e r , M S C w a s more than 75,000 gallons of
successful in finding two other heating oil, or about $14,225
sources of heating oil at a worth.
According to plan, Livingston
gas shortage Lord
Library, Flora Frick Hall,
Owens Hall and the

summer jobs
By Cat Singleton
Daniel Knighton, assistant
professor of Economics,
believes that enrollment at
Moorhead State College could
drop four or five per cent next
year due to the economic
conditions caused by the oil
crisis.

placement
By Cal Singleton
Werner Brand, director of
Placement, says that the
energy crisis may cause some
immediate hardships for
graduates looking for jobs —
especially in the teaching
profession.

Knighton sees no real
hardships for the rest of this
year for students. He expects
that one way or another the
nation will squeeze through this
winter.
Knighton says this is going to
be one of the toughest summers
that students are going to have
as far as finding jobs.
The Nixon administration has
predicted unemployment will
be about six or eight per cent
this summer. Knighton has
read predictions of up to 20 per
cent unemployment for the
summer months. He expects
the percentage unemployed to
fall somewhere between these
two figures.

"Our oil reserve was
inadequate to carry us through
this period,"
Earl Herring,
vice president of
Administrative Affairs said.

slighly higher cost. Then on
Jan. 2, Murphy began to supply
oil again.

Daylight savings time means an 8:00 a.m.
class in the dark.
Photo by Harold Weatherly III

apartment buildings feel
no sweat from shortage

By Pam Robinson
With the proposed fuel
He points out that General
shortage knocking at the door, a
Motors recently laid off about
question was raised about the
38,000 workers and
a v a i l a b i l i t y of f u e l f o r
unemployment is climbing at
Moorhead-Fargo apartment
the rate of .2 per cent a month.
buildings. When asked if they
He expects the rate of climb to
had enough fuel for, the
accelerate.
remaining winter these replies
were given:
Any hardships generated this
year, Knighton says, are
Mrs. Harry Smith, of Tallyprobably generated by
Ho Apartments, reported, "I
students' ostentatious life
use natural gas and have had no
styles.
shortage problem, nor do I
expect one. However, I am still
"Maybe they won't be able to
trying to be economical
tool over to the A & W Root Beer
concerning the fuel situation."
stand in their Barracudas, but
Jack Volk, of Builder's
they probably shouldn't have
Investments, said, "Although
been doing that anyway on their
we have enough fuel for our
f a t h e r s ' m o n e y , " s a y s apartment buildings, we are
Knighton.
still very conscious of the fuel

situation.
As for the
construction of new buildings,
we must wait until allocations
are confirmed."
Wayne Skaff, of Skaff
Developments commented,
"The fuel shortage has had no
effect on our apartments. All of
our buildings use natural gas
and Northern States Power
assured us there would be no
shortage problem." He went on
to say, "NSP would diminish
private home supply before
engaging in apartment
allocation cut-back."
Howard Preckel, Chairman of
the Landlord's Association
remarked, "I have plenty of
fuel for my buildings. I try to
use up my monthly quota, as it
can not be carried over to the
next month."

Maintenance Building were the
only campus facilities open and
operating over break at a
temperature of 68 degrees. It
had been determined that 66 per
cent of the college's year-round
employees work in those four
buildings.

Most other areas on campus
were reduced as close as
possible to 50 degrees over the
17-day holiday break. Also,
campus offices were closed on
Christmas and New Years and
both Mondays, allowing the
Many recruiters used to come entire campus to be shut down
to the school to interview to 50 degrees for long weekends
graduates.
I n c r e a s i n g l y from Friday afternoon to
recruiters have been asking Wednesday morning.
candidates to come to them
Originally, it was estimated
over the last couple of years,
that these energy-conservation
says Brand. This takes gas.
measures would save 30,600
The problem as he sees it will gallons of oil, so the program
be mostly in the teaching was actually over 50 per cent
profession because a business m o r e s u c c e s s f u l t h a n
will usually pay for a flight if it anticipated. Another factor is
that temperatures over break
interviews a candidate.
were briefly warm enough to
Recruiters of teachers call in allow the college to switch to
many candidates. Brand has gas heat for about a day and a
heard of cases where seven or half. According to the contract
eight people were called in as with Northern States Power,
MSC is able to heat with gas
candidates for one job.
until the temperature falls
One graduate he knows of had below about 35 degrees.
25 different interviews that took
Reduced temperatures in
him all over the state. Brand
believes that graduates usually most of the academic and dorm
do not have a lot of money after buildings caused a few minor
However, daily
completing four or more years difficulties.
of college. The price of gas, inspections of all buildings at 8
not to mention availability, may a.m. and 8 p.m. by maintenance
crews prevented serious
make these trips difficult.
problems, according to Duane
One solution to the problem Grier, physical plant director.
may be to influence recruiters
A frozen water pipe caused a
to cut back on the number of
candidates interviewed on the burst in MacLean 218, the Mass
Communications Forum.
It
basis of credentials alone.
was quickly disco. ered and
Brand feels that students may brought under control. Other
have to resort to taking more frozen pipes and bathroom
buses or trains, but these fixtures were found before they
methods of transportation are burst.
not inexpensive either.
...Continued on Page 1 3

DIRTY BIRD
Junction of Hwy. 10

'The Bird's The Word'

The Bird has what you're looking for
Bill Jensen's

Lingerie
Show
Weekdays:
Noon 12:15-1:45
Night 5-7

2 BANDS
PERFORMING
NIGHTLY

WATCH YOUR FAVORITES
ON A 9x12 TV SET
ree Chili Saturday Afternoon

BUFFET
LUNCH

Men's
Night

Noon—Monday-Friday

7 - 1 0 Beer in the den

Beef - n - Brandy

Highballs up and down

And good hot hot food
for a reasonable price

Try a Full
-Pound

Spaghetti
Night

HAMBURGER
With French Fries
and Trimmings . .

Lady's
Night
Mon. 8:00-11:00
Thurs. 9-11

$125
Or
Quarter-Pound HAMBURHER
With French Fries
and Trimmings . .

95

ONLY

75

Monday
&
Thursday
5:30 - 7:30

12% of MSC voters
elect new members
to Student Senate

Page 3

By Lynne Bell

Serving two-quarter terms Greg Danz (sr-Moorhead) on
Only 12 per cent of the student are Bob Davison (fr-Olivia) and the Publicity Committee.
body, or 400 persons,voted in the Charlie Kettner (sr-Morgan).
Dec. 14 Student Senate election,
Two new members were
filling five vacancies.
Jeff Rubin (jr-Weston, MA) added to the Academic Affairs
was elected to the Student Committee.
Davison a n d
Serving three-quarter terms Advisory Council.
Kadrmas will help Corrinne
will be three new senators —
Iversen (so-Fergus Falls).
Kim Ryan (fr-Minnetonka),
New Senators were given
Jackie Kadrmas (fr-Moorhead) positions on standing Senate
Lance Onan (Sabin) will
a n d F r a n H o n r a t h ( j r - committees. Serving on the assist Walter Eisner (soLarchwood, IA).
Book Exchange Policy Board Luverne) with the Ombudsman
are Kettner and Ryan.
Council.
Honrath will join Roberta
Marshall (so-Farmington) and

Fran Honrath

Bob Davison

Charlie Kettner

Kim Ryan

MSC students don't

According to Senate
Presidnet Deb Zitzow (srMoorhead), the Senate has no
vancancies now and is forging
ahead.

Jackie Kadramas

energy crisis is a gas

family did not use
the temperature in his home is set
customary outdoor Christmas at 66 degrees.
The energy crisis was making lights this year.
Some suggested there may be
itself felt to Moorhead State
"People think about the other reasons behind practicing
College students over the
holiday break, according to a energy crisis a lot, but I don't energy conservation measures.
recent survey. Of 16 students know if they're doing anything According to Nancy Rongitsch
interviewed, all but
one about it," said Deven Dagen (so-Burnsville), "A lot of my
reported that they found the (so-Warroad). He does think friends have slowed down on
heat turned down when they that some are driving slower on driving. But it might be partly
highways and his family also that college students are very
returned home for break.
d i d n o t p u t u p ' o u t d o o r money conscious, and they
Most noticed almost a total Christmas lights this year. know they will get better gas
absence of lighted outdoor "The energy crisis kind of gave mileage."
C h r i s t m a s d e c o r a t i o n s , us an excuse not to," he said.
However, she thought
however there is some
"Many people think there .everyone has felt the energy
disagreement as to whether
drivers are complying with isn't really an energy crisis," crisis in some sense. The heat is
said Mary Decock (fr-Wadena). turned down in her house, she
lowered speed limits.
M a r t y J a c o b s ( s r - added, and it was very rare to
Some students thought the Bloomington) said, "There's a see any outdoor Christmas
energy crisis is not being taken lot of people trying to conserve lights.
seriously. Dan Drentlaw (so- and a lot who don't care." Her
Northfield) said, "I think a lot home is also turned down to 68
of people feel it's not really that degrees.
Jim Hicks (so-Rochester,
important — that things will get
better and we will have oil N Y ) r e a d i n N e w s w e e k
eventually. It does not affect magazine that as far as the
most people as much as it energy crisis is concerned, it's
business as usual in the
should."
He a d v o c a t e s o b s e r v i n g Midwest. He reports that at his
conservation practices such as home on the East Coast, every
lowering t e m p e r a t u r e s a n d other street light is out and
driving more slowly. The some motorists have waited in
temperature in his home is line as long as three hours to
down to 68 degrees and his buy a gallon of gas. The By Lynne Bell
Lengthy debate on methods of
placing students on the Student
Activities Budget Committee,
adoption of an attendance
policy, a progress report on the
Ombudsman Council's
Consumer Redistribution
Service and a motion to return
to weekly meetings were all
part of the Student Senate
meeting.
By Carol Braun

Linda Bergstedt (fr-Anoka)
d i d n ' t r e a l i z e how m u c h
difference the energy crisis was
making until she drove up to
Canada over break (50 to 55
miles per hour all the way) for
skiing. "Then I could tell that
we're cutting down here in
Minnesota," she said. "Up
there everything is lit up." Her
family had a Christmas tree
without lights this year.

Keith
Ritchie (srBloomington) has found that
people are driving slower, in his
estimation. At least one student,
Diana Simmons (fr-Wadena),
reported driving back to school
at the end of the holiday break
at a speed of 50 to 55 miles per
hour. According to Dave Steffen
(fr-Warren), even his city
refrained from using street
decorations this year.

Margaret Banktson (frBloomington) and Debra
Biegert (fr-Minneapolis) both
noticed a scarcity in outdoor
Christmas lights this year and
said their families have turned
down the heat and are driving
less.

Electrical toys and
appliances were given in the
usual quantities as Christmas
gifts, most students said. "I did
notice the number of electric
gifts received in our family,"
said John Reese (jr-Brooklyn
Center), "but everything is
electrical now."

Senate proposes alternatives
for students on budget body

President Deb Zitzow (srMoorhead), Vice-president
Walter Eisner (so-Luverne) and
Treasurer Greg Danz (srMoorhead) presented the
Senate with two plans for
restructuring the Budget
Committee. Both plans call for
six students to serve on the
Committee, with three being
Senate executive officers.
Senators would serve as long as
they are on the Senate, with the
other students holding
staggered terms.
Plan A, which most Senators
agreed to, calls for student
members of the Committee to
be elected, one each quarter.
Plan B calls for students to be
appointed by the Student
Advisory Council.
Winter, as seen through the eyes.of a photo
grapher (from the inside looking out). Photo by Wayne Gudmundson.

Most senators, supporting
having students elected to the

Budget Committee, indicated
there would be fewer problems
this way of partisan groups
trying to control the budget. It
was pointed out that there may
be some difficulty getting
enough students to run. The
recent Senate elections were
cited as an example.
MSC President Roland Dille
will be presented with this stand
at the next Senate meeting, in
an attempt to regain Budget
Committee seats Zitzow feels
were illegally taken from the
Senate.

wholesaler has agreed to sell
the Council such goods as
electronic calculators, stereos,
typewriters, etc., which will in
turn be sold to students at a
price lower than retail.
Passage of a motion made by
Eisner returned the Senate to
weekly meetings.
Eisner, Onan, Kim Ryan (frMinnetonka) and Bob Davison
(fr-Olivia) reported on the
Legislative
Information
project.
Many area state
legislators were contacted by
the four over Christmas and
informed of student problems
and views. Eisner indicated the
trip was successful but
indicated there may be a battle
to have liquor on campus
approved.

Senator Fran Honrath (jrLarchwood, IA) proposed an
attendance policy for Senators.
Under this plan, one unexcused
absence will be reprimanded by
executive officers and three
unexcused absences will serve
Zitzow
announced
as grounds for dismissal. The
policy was adopted as a appointments to the Winter
Quarter Election Board. Tom
standing rule for the Senate.
Swenson (jr-Lancaster) will
O m b u d s m a n C o u n c i l serve as chairman with Carol
C o o r d i n a t o r P h i l P o w e l l Braun (sr-Brooklyn Center),
announced that forms have Senator Sandy Steger (jrbeen sent to obtain a sales tax Blaine) and Danz forming the
number for Moorhead State rest of the committee. One
Students Association, Inc. With student vacancy still exists on
the creation of this group, a the Board.
consumer redistribution service
will be set up on campus. A
local electronic goods
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holiday break was cool yule time on Dragon Campus

f

editorial

>

By STEVE WEBBER

In recent years the Student Senate has seen many
changes in both personneland structure, but similar to other
campus activities, the Senate has faced the problem of
student turnover.
Stable structures at Moorhead State College have seen
many faces come and go, and even though names may
change, the purpose of the Senate has remained the same —
to find a goal. Due to student turnover, however, the means
of finding a goal and achieving it have changed much like
the seasons.
Regardless of whether the activity of the Senate has
boomed or lagged, its effectiveness has most often been
related to the efficiency of the leader, be it an individual or
a group.
This year MSC students have seen a different
phenomenom, because they have not only been without
leadership but also without organization. The blame for
chaos cannot be placed on any individual, for the success ofthe Senate can only occur through a concerted effort of the
executive board, the Senate body and a majority of the
students themselves. None of these factors surfaced during
fall quarter.
With election returns in and new faces in the same old
chairs, students hopefully will see things change for «the
better. To make accomplished senators of our newly elected
representatives we have got to stand behind them and help
in any way possible. To make effective use of such a
tremendous potential energy supply, however, the Senate
must find a goal and direction in which to channel its only
natural resource — people.
Make yourself and your ideas known to YOUR senators.
They need help, and your aid can only improve the
environment here at MSC. The Senate can only function if
everyone works with it.
Applicable to this situation is a slogan recently used by
the United Way Fund Drive — "Thanks to you it is
working". Hopefully the history books of MSC will record
the success of this year's Senate with regard to this phrase.
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Livingston Lord Library,
Flora Frick Hall, Owens Hall
and the Maintenance Building
were the only campus facilities
fully open and operating during
the 17-day Christmas holidays.
The energy-saving plan was
proposed by Earl Herring, vice
president for Administrative
Affairs, and adopted by the
Faculty Senate at its Dec. 11
meeting;

According to Herring, the
temperature in these four
buildings, in which 66 per cent
of the college's 12-month
employees work, was set at no
higher than' 68 degrees. Some
facilities in other buildings,
housing departmental and
general clerical and
administrative offices where 12month personnel are assigned,
were also open with
temperatures set at 68 degrees.

committee structure appears better
By Jean Farrand
Moorhead State College's
committee system, forced to be
revised by the new constitution,
seems to be working better than
it has in previous years,
according to Dr. Robert
Hanson, vice president for
Academic Affairs.

quarter. Thus, the continuity
and value of serving may be
disturbed. Hanson believes this
continuity is necessary for
, effective participation on a
committee through an entire
year.

Hanson cited several
examples of committees which
The biggest change in the s e e m t o b e w o r k i n g
composition of the committees exceptionally well.
is that more students are
CC & I has been a very strong
serving than in the past.
committee this year.
The
Hanson stated that in past Committee plans to spend
years, when student senators spring quarter studying present
did most of the appointing of curriculum. In the past, it has
students to student-faculty concentrated on discussing
committees, only a small primarily new programs.
number of students held
The General Studies
positions on committees.
Presently more students are Committee is presently very
active in committee work active in looking at a whole new
because students are limited to general studies proposal.serving on a smaller number of
One of the main
committees. As a result,
Hanson believes that students considerations of the Graduate
on committees are better Studies Committee has been to
informed than they have been in develop a new plan for the
distribution of graduate
the past.
assistance money. Under the
As an example of good plan being considered, each
student participation on department would submit a
committees, Hanson cited the proposal for funds rather than
Council on Curriculum and r e c e i v e a p r e d e t e r m i n e d
Instruction.
He stated the amount of money as is done
students seem to have a good presently.
attendance record and the
According to Hanson, it is
group is working very hard.
difficult to decide how well the
One problem for students committees are working until
s e r v i n g o n c o m m i t t e e s , the academic year has ended.
according to Hanson, is that Even so, the committee system
class conflicts with meetings seems to be functioning well,
may arise from quarter to considering the changes made.

All other campus facilities
were reduced in temperature to
50 degrees for the entire holiday
break, although regularly
authorized personnel were able
to use these areas under the
reduced temperature conditions
if they wished.Exceptions were
made where necessary for
resident directors' apartments,
animal rooms and greenhouses.
The campus was closed down
entirely for the two long
weekends that fell within the
holiday period.
The
temperatures in all facilities
were reduced to 50 degrees
from Friday evening until
Tuesday evening, the weekends
of Christmas and New Years.
This energy-conservation
program was to result in an
estimated fuel reduction of
30,600 gallons and a cost savings
of $4,712, Herring anticipated.
The decision to close for the
two long weekends was made at
the state level, in the form of a
directive from the Governor's
Commissioner
of
Administration, Richard L.
Brubacher, that all state
facilities be closed on Monday,
Dec. 24, and Monday, Dec. 31.
A second order from
Brubacher directed all state
facilities to develop a workable
plan for a work week of four 10hour days and submit it to him
by Dec. 17. The plan would be in
the nature of an emergency
measure and the campus would
have to be ready to switch over
to it on 24-hour notice.
MSC President Roland Dille
announced that classes would
resume as scheduled on
Monday, Jan. 7. However, he
asked the faculty to be tolerant
of students who miss the first
day of class due to being unable
to travel long distances back to
campus on Sunday.
At the Dec. 5 meeting of the
Faculty Senate, Robert Hanson,
vice president for Academic
Affairs, announced that 7.6
faculty positions will have to be
cut for the academic year 197475, compared to the 23 faculty
positions cut this year.

letters

J

To the Editor:
This letter is in response, to a statement
made in the December 13, issue of your
newspaper. I quote the article: "One can only
wonder how fired-up the Owls and the Witches
had the campus then (1936) since so little
evidence is left of their deeds." We beg to
differ with you.
The Owls have more than left their mark.
The Owl fraternity is older than any building,
sidewalk, or tree on the entire campus. Not
only has the organization been at Moorhead
State longer than any other institution, but it
has been well represented throughout its
existence.
Four past presidents of MSC are members
of the Old Order of Owls, these include John J.
Neumaier, Otto J. Snarr, Raymond Butts
MacLean, and Frank A. Seld. Ifi addition to
these distinguished gentlemen, ninety other
Owls have returned to Moorhead State as
teachers, coaches, and administrators, nine
of whom are still members of the faculty.
Also in evidence of the fraternity's
members accomplishments is the fact that 8
of 9 Dragon Hall of Fame members are Owls,
four of whom were in attendance along with
over 100 other members at the Owls 70th

Anniversary celebration in the summer of
1971.
As well as this, five members of the 1964
National Championship wrestling team were
Owls. Neil Wohlwend and Marco Gotta, both
Owls, were co-captains of the highly tauted
1936 football team. Both of these teams were
pictured in the December 13 issue of The
Advocate. Wohlwend is now a member of the
Minnesota State Legislature and Gotta is the
owner of Sportland, Inc. in Moorhead.
The Owls are well represented on current
teams as well. Owl Stan Eggen is captainelect for the 1974 football team and other Owls
have captained the wrestling team since 1969.
The Owls have also represented the college on
dozens of all-conference and All-America
teams through out the years.
Having presented the evidence, I find it
hard to believe that anyone could question the
lasting contributions of the Owls to the college
and the community.
Thanks Ma,
G. F. N.
Michel J. Kloechner
The Old Order of Owls
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want ads
THE GIFT OF LIFE: Blood Drive
Jan 23 and 24
FOR SALE: RCA Portable Stereo
with stand, $50. Call Bill 236-2714, 269
Holmquist.
FILM FOR SALE — New Tri-X
120, 5 rolls $3. Tri-X 135-20 exp., 4
rolls $3. Not bulk load. Phone 2363393, Leroy.
TAILOR — 8 years experience.
Mending, embroidery, custom
work...glitter...on campus.. .2363861.
ONE PINT can save a "Life —
Maybe Yours." Student Union Room
202, Jan. 23-24.
FOR SALE: Portable combination
eight-track tape player and radio.
Also olds trombone. Both in good
condition. Sell for a Reasonable
price. Call 236-3192 after 3 p.m.

FOR SALE: Chest of drawers.
Super cheap. Call 3639 anytime.

WE WANT : One arm — and one
pint of blood. Circle K still cares.
FOR SALE — cheap, used Koflach
Ski Boots, size.l0'/2. Call 233-0910.
LOOKING FOR: Military gamers
or anyone interested in war games.
Contact Mark at 233-0606.
PERSONAL: Yin, all of us who
came to the International Dinner
should be the ones doing the
thanking. Let me thank you for them
and all the others for a delightful
evening. Scott.
CIRCLE K DOES IT AGAIN. Our
Blood Drive drips on again. Sign up
in the Student Union Lobby.

events calendar
Thursday, Jan. 10
9-3 p.m. — Bake Sale — Panhellenic —Corridor Flora Frick-MacLean
2:30 p.m. —SI MS Meeting —Rm. 147, Union
4 p.m. — Minnesota Migrants Meeting — Rm. 226, Union
3-5 p.m. — Plant and Development Committee Meeting — Owens Conf.
Rm. B
8 p.m. —College Republicans Meeting —Rm. 202, Union
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. — Special Speaker: ANN TRUAX, U. of Minn. Dir. Minn.
Women's Center — Topic: "Will Feminism Increase Creativity" — Library
Auditorium Reception following in Reading Lounge — Library
7:30 p.m. — F-M Audubon Society StudyGroup: Bill Wyatt & Bill Mohr
Session
9 p.m. — Lutheran Worship Service —At The House
Jan. 10-11-12
_
8 p m
Auditorium

civic Opera: "LA TRAVIATA" — Center for the Arts

Friday, Jan. 11
6:30-8:30 p.m. — Faculty-Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. — Program on Comets — Planetarium, Bridges 153
7:30 p.m. —Wrestling: MSC vs. Bemidji State —Nemzek Fieldhouse
8 p.m. — SUPB Film: "Maltese Falcon" — Free —Union Lounge
_ F-AA Audubon Wildlife Films: "The Living Jungle" — Ben
8 P M
Franklin Aud., Fargo

STOP-GO
FOODS
COUPONS OF THE WEEK
Wednesday, Jan. 9 — Tuesday, Jan. 15

PEPSI-COLA •• GRAPEFRUIT
C/CQC:
5 1 ! O
/OU
Indian River Red

Qts.
For

Limit 5 With Coupon
Toeposi, I
ses.
•
& Additional Purchases

j

v*. w mv w m *> — mm •

Super Bowl VIII
Will Make
The Vikings Great.

BRECK BASIC

ifi

Each week from now on,
Stop & Go Foods will
give away:

4 Passes

to the Cinema
I & II & 70 theatres
(2 sets of 2)
and

20

Monday, Jan. 14
5 p.m. — SUPB Meeting — Rm. 202, Union
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming — Free — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. — Basketball: MSC vs. CC at Concordia College

<•

I-

SHAMPOO
JUMBO
DONUTS55c;
. 29
»•••••••••••••••••••••••
CHOCOLATE — COVERED

Sunday, Jan. 13
2 & 7:30 p.m. — Programs on Comets— Plantarium, Bridgesl53
2:30 p.m. — SIMS Meeting — Rm. 226, Union
5:30 p.m. — Fellowship Supper — At The Room
Our Redeemer Luth.
Church
8 p.m. —TKE'sMeeting — Rm. 202, Union
9 p.m. —Circle K Meeting —Rm. 148, Union

Wednesday, Jan. 16
5 p m. — Free Legal Advice for Students: MIKE JACKMAN — Rm. 146,
Union
' 7 p.m. — WRA Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7 8. 9 p.m. — SUPB Film Series: "Between Time and Timbuck Two" —
Weld Auditorium
7-30 p.m. — German Club Meeting — MacLean 217.

MORR ELL TASTY

BANANAS • PORK LINKS
10c !
79c

Saturday, Jan. 12
10-5 p.m. — AAU Swim Meet — Nemzek Pool
2 p.m. — Programs on Comets — Planetarium — Bridges 153
5:30 p.m. — Jr. Varsity Basketball: MSC vs. World Book — Nemzek
Fieldhouse
7:30 p.m. — Basketball: MSC vs. Michigan Tech — Nemzek Fieldhouse

Tuesday, Jan. 15
1-5 p.m. — Senior Seminar for Hlth. Care Administrators: Repre: JOHN
RUDE, Good Samaritan Society — Room 126, MacLean
4:30 p.m. —Orientation Committee— Rm. 215, Union
5:30 p.m. — Ph Sig's Meeting — Room 202, Union
6:30 p.m. SPURS Meeting — Senate Chambers, Union
7 p.m. — College Republicans Meeting — Rm. 226, Union
7 p.m. — English Club Meeting — Coffeehouse, Union
7 p.m. — Luth. Students Mid East Crisis — Fireplace Lounge, Union
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming — Free — Nemzek Pool

«

Free games of
bowling at the MSC
Union
(5 sets of 4 games).

Every student at MSC is eligible to win.
Pick up your prize at the Stop N' Go at
10th i 5th Ave. S"o., Moorhead

THIS WEEK'S WINNERS
BOWLING

~

Charles H. Dennis
Don Allen Jones

Candace Mortenson
David Erling Linde

David Allen Jorgenson

PASSES
Twila Johnson

Darrell Lindgren

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
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Mrs. Ada Comstock Notestein was MSC
alumna who could claim many firsts
Overlooking the death of one
of Moorhead's most
distinguished women, Ada
Comstock Notestein, on Dec. 11,
would be inexcusable. She not
only belonged to a family that
contributed much to education
in Moorhead, but also
distinguished herself as an
individual with many
accomplishments.
Remembering Mrs. Notestein
because of her family's local
contributions is reason enough.
Her father, S. G. Comstock,
donated the first five acres for
Moorhead State College. The
interest on $10. thousand,
donated by her brother, George,
and half the interest on some
property valued at $50 thousand
also goes to MSC. In recent
years Concordia College has
also received donations.
Nation-wide, Mrs.
Notestein has been noted for
much more.
Described as Radcliffe's
"chief architect of the
greatness of this college", she
was instrumental in pulling
Radcliffe, a women's college,
out from under the shadow of
Harvard University. She is also
credited with persuading
Harvard to have coeducational
classrooms.

MSC President Roland Dille,
who knew her personally,
described her as "one of the
most remarkable people in the
country." Not surprisingly, she
received the first MSC
Distinguished Alumni Award in
1970.
Dille said the thing that
impressed her the most about
Moorhead was the trees. Mrs.
Notestein, who was 97 when she
died, told Dille she saw
Moorhead when the trees were
first being planted. Arriving in
Moorhead several years ago for
her brother George's funeral,
she saw the trees in maturity.
Born Dec. 11, 1876 in
Moorhead, Mrs. Notestein grew
up with the prairies and wheat
fields of the Middle West. She
liked to say that she was the
first white child born in the Red
River Valley. There are not
many people who can dispute
her claim.

She was encouraged by her
father, who was a county
attorney and later a state
legislator and Republican
member of the House of
Representatives, to become a
career wopian. She graduated
from Smith College in 1897.
After studies at what is now
Moorhead State College and at
She was the first woman, and C o l u m b i a U n i v e r s i t y , s h e
probably the only one,to have a received a master's degree.
building named for her in each
of three leading universities.
She taught English at the
Many honorary degrees, University of Minnesota and
including ones from Harvard became its first dean of women.
and Oxford have been awarded From Minnesota she returned
to her.
to Smith College as its first

Your Favorite Cocktei/s 9r Beverages

MBS1
• CHICKEN
PRIME WESTERN STEAK
_ —————
1 •• SEA-FOOD
• MEALS PREPARED TO YOUR SATISFACTION
• BANQUET & MEETING ROOMS TO \ 50
• ON & OFF SALE LIQUORS

1282-3693

When you
have the
Munchies
There's a vending machine nearby.
F-M Vending

dean. In 1923 she left Smith to
become president of Radcliffe
College for 20 years.
Mrs. Notestein
was
instrumental in starting .the
American Association of
University Women and also
became its first president.
In 1929 she was the only
woman on an 11-member
committee appointed by
President Herbert Hoover to
study law enforcement
problems
concerning
prohibition. She was one of the
five on the committee who
favored modification of the
prohibition law.
She joined the National
Committee for Planned
Parenthood in its fundraising
drive for the Birth Control
Federation in 1941.
Probably because of her
career, she did not marry until
after she retired. She married
Wallace Notestein, professor of
history at Yale, in 1943 and
enjoyed 25 years of married life
in New Haven, CT.
Mrs. Notestein continued to
speak and serve on academic
committees until her health
began failing two years ago. A
memorial service is being held
in New Haven this week.

ADVOCATE
WANT ADS
Only 25'
For Students

Mrs. Ada Comstock Notestein

VIII Reasons
Why The Vikings Will
Win The Super Bowl
1. NO team has returned to the Super
Bowl a second time and lost.
2. Pre-season score: Vikings 20 - Dolphins 17.
3. Experience over youth.
4. The Vikings have the Wright
Brothers-Nate and Jeff.
5. Boyd Christiansen, Tex Mauleand Albert sayso.
6. Viking fans use their handkerchiefs
instead of waving them.
7. Miami WHO?
8. Allan Page, Carl Eller, Fran Tarkenton, John
Gilliam, Chuck Foreman, Jeff Siemon, Fred
Cox, ETC
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KMSC develops new
format; games, news v
By Kim Snyder
KMSC, Moorhead State
College's student-run radio
station, is instituting a game
show, special programs on
entertainers, special editions of
the news and traveling
basketball team as promotional
schemes for winter quarter.
The game show, "We Gotcha
Goomin" is a half-hour satirical
look at TV game shows that will
give students a chance to be on
the air live. Curt Hegland (jrWhite Bear Lake) and Karl
Xavier (so-Mentor), the
originators of the show, have set
up a game in which two
contestants work for points by
answering questions takep from
an encyclopedia. Points will be
taken away if a contestant
laughs.

Crawdaddy magazine; the
Allman Brothers, 11 p.m., Jan.
12, presented by Phil Oswald
(jr-Richfield); the Soul Years, 8
p.m., Jan. 16, music from 19481973, produced by Atlantic
Record Co.; a pretaped
interview with Greg Allman, 9
p.m., Jan. 21; and Jonathan
Livingston Seagull Special on
Jan. 23.
Throughout the quarter, 13'
half-hour programs called
Communications Toward New
Humanism, an educational
production made in Canada and
two jazz and blues specials by
Kraig Ward (jr-Moorhead) will
be presented.
Captain Radio and the
Barbecue for Lunch Bunch,
KMSC's basketball team, hope
to promote the station by
playing against Ideal high
schools and other organizations
that need help raising money.
They will play for cost of
transportation only but will
receive free advertising for
their efforts.

Students will be able to watch
the show live through the Studio
A window. The studio will be
equipped with judges, bells and
buzzers. Prizes will be
contributed by area
businessmen. Contestants will
be selected by writing into the
Starting Monday the news
station or at random from the team will present a news,
dormitory audience.
weather and sports block daily
at5:15p.m. Mary Jo Ydstie (jrWith the help of record Moorhead) has pretaped news
companies, KMSC began a specials on the Midwest, while
series of locally-produced an exchange news program
special entertainer shows last with the other state colleges,
night with a Jim Croce Special. North Dakota State University,
Other programs scheduled are Concordia College and the
Crawdoodah Gazette of the Air University of Wisconsinat 9 p.m., Jan. 10 produced by Superior has been arranged.

NOW OPEN I

MEN'S & WOMEN'S CLOTHING
•
CANADIAN SAMPLE LINES
QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT A SAVINGS TO •
ALL
•
OPEN 10-5:30 MON.-SAT.

SAMPLE HUT |
103 S. 7th St.— Moorhead

ZALES
JEWELERS

West Acres,
Fargo

Save 10% to 33V3%
off regular prices
on a selected group.

COME IN AND SEE OUR COMPLETE SELECTION OF SALE MERCHANDISE.

Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge
BankAmericard • Master Charge
American Express • Diners Club • Layaway
.

/w
Uof M speaker to discuss
Warner Jackson at the board of the nifty six-fifty.

Sale prices effective on selected merchandise.
Eptire stock not included in this sale. Original price tag shown on every item.
AW items subject to prior sale. Items illustrated not necessarily those on sale.

Photo by Richard Clerke.

effect of feminism on creativity
Ms. Anne Truax, director of
the Minnesota Women's Center
at the University of Minnesota,
will speak at 7:30, Thursday,
Jan. 10, in the library
auditorium on the MSC campus.
The subject of her speech will
be "Will Feminism Increase
Creativity?"
Truax is an instructor of
Family Social Science in the
College of Home Economics at
the University of Minnesota.
She has a bachelor's degree in
American Studies and is
presently working on her
doctorate in anthropology. She
has taught the following
courses: Life Styles of
Educated American Women,
Are Women Being Liberated?,
Sex Roles in America and
Biology of Women.
Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
51* First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

Truax will be a guest of
Channel 4's Coffee Time
program at 3 p.m., Jan. 10,
and will be available for classes
on the NDSU and MSC
campuses on Thursday and
Friday.

graphic designer, one of ten
outstanding women in N.D.
Grayce Ray — poet, an
associate editor of Dakotah
Territory.

These women will each give a
short talk concerning their
Truax's lecture will be professions.
followed by the introduction of
Immediately following will be
women in various professions
from the Fargo-Moorhead area. a reception held in the Library
The speakers will be: Dr. Mary Reading Lounge. The speakers
Bromel — Ph. D. in will be available for question
bacteriology, one of ten and discussion. The entire
outstanding women in N.D.; evening will be open to the
Nancy Edmonds — staff writer charge, sponsored by the Task
and art editor
for
The Force on Women — Tri College
Forum. Renee Homuth — legal Humanitites Forum and Alpha
assistant for Nilles, Hansen, Lambda Delta of MSC.
Selbo, Magill, & Davies. Dr.
Godela Iverson — doctor of
internal medicine at Dakota
Clinic. Judy Krumwiede —

CIGARETTES
_ ^
Carton

Longs.

_,

Carton

Wood's Package Store
1552 W. Main — Fargo

Welcome Back
Stop In For
The Snake Bite
Special.

AHOY
MATE!

Stop in. Tm located
on the most con
venient comer in
Fargo-Moorhead.

Popeye's
Off Sale
4th Main, Moorhead.
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nationally known
singers star
in Civic Opera's
'La Traviata'

Charles Weedman pleads with Jan Redick in "La Traviata", opening tonight for a w
Auditor,um. Also starring is Robert Bergman. Photos by Harold Weatherly lli.

reasons for naming best of '73

film

From each yearly barrage of art form (Paintings, et al., are audiences more to think about
were re-teamed to create "
movies, plays, books and probably produced in greater thananyothe - film. Also , "The
Sting,"
moviemaking at its \
By Phil Hilker
records, critics sort the good numbers, but movies are > New Land," Jan Troell's
and at its most entertaining
from the bad, hopefully for a viewed by more people, hence completion of last year's "The
source of reference to the the term "popular."), must
In the same category 1
"Best" lists have become an creator or artist, but essentially consequently come under the Emigrants," brought Ullmann
out
of
Hollywood's
dregs
to
"The
Way We Were,"
American journalistic tradition. to put into perspective what was greatest criticism. For if we are
resume with Max Von Sydow example of the way movies u
However, in the arts field they offered the consumer. So the to allow films to reign in such a
the epic masterpiece on the to be and should continue to
seem to almost be an obsession. critic,as.alsortof go-between, is
capacity, we must also see that
settling of Minnesota.
Few of 1973's love stories w
Lists, charts and ratings, left with the task of not making it is said, not with unnecessary
worth the price of admissi
dictate what the public will see, ultimate decisions, but rather acerbity, but with the same
"Paper Moon" proved that but they did not have Barl
hear and read, often in spite of s u g g e s t i n g
w h a t compassion for movies that
its wants, occasionally in representatives of his field of holds sway over the critic, when Peter Bogdanovich can recreate Streisand, looking loveliertl
accordance with its demands, criticism deserve being singled they are good and when they are eras as well as film styles and e v e r a n d a c t i n g w i t h
that Madelyn Kahn is the best determination that made otl
but mostly with such a reckless out as works of art.
bad.
c h a r a c t e r a c t r e s s a r o u n d . actresses look anemic.
abandon that neither the
Tatum O'Neal was the true
creator nor consumer are ever
Movies, just now coming into
Now comes the time for genius behind the picture,
satisfied.
Woody Allen's "Sleepi
their own as the most popular listing those movies, according
though, resusitating credence
to my limited viewing (limited into the title "child actress." exposed the latest step in
development of America
mostly „ by those films
most creative film-produc
accessible, but partly due to
"A Delicate Balance," "The comic. Not only was it his nn
choice), that stood out in 1973 as Iceman Cometh" and "The
consistant effort (overflow
cinematic works of art.
Homecoming," all offerings of with flawless one-liners),
the American Film Theatre, his emphasis on visual hun
were the living proof that plays showed a return to comic gre
"Last Tango in Paris," can be brought to the screen —
like Keaton, Chaplin and Llo
Bernardo
B e r t o l u c c i ' s with dignity.
pressurized look at a
With the thoughts of si
Jan. 10-12 — La Traviata, F-M Civic Opera, CA relationship based solely on sex,
George Lucas' "American films*.to preface the new ye
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
g a v e M a r l o n B r a n d o h i s Graffiti" went beyond being
what can be expected of 19:
greatest role since "Streetcar j u s t p a r o d i c n o s t a l g i a a n d
No one can really say. One thi
Named Desire" and gave the actually sought to explain how
Jan. 10-25 — MSC Faculty Exhibition, Art exhibit, CA
is certain, though. No mat
screen Maria Schneider, a life was for teenagers in '62.
Gallery.
what films are released, tht
waif-like actress whose youth Hamburger emporiums, sockwill always be a critic, .
promises even more astounding hops and hot rods, were never
whether just a member of t
Jan. 11 — The Maltese Falcon, SUPB films, CMU Lounge,
performances.
better served than with Lucas' movie-going public or a p£
8 p.m., free. John Huston's 1941 classic starring Humphrey
flashy, but always endearing critic, trying to tell if a fi:
Ingmar Bergman's "Cries style.
Bogart, Mary Astor, Sydney Greenstreet and Peter Lorre.
measures upto the best of its i
and Whispers" provided
form.
beautiful Liv Ullmann with a
The Butch Cassidy gang,
#'
Jan. 16-18 — Giants of the Silent Screen, Special film, heavy diversion following the
Robert
Redford, Paul Newman
What could be moi
Union Ballroom, NDSU, 7:30 p.m.
banal "Lost Horizon" and gave and director, George Roy Hill, challenging?
<

this week
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Cooper's 'Muscle' takes rock to heart

music
V

By Jeff Baenen
Up until now, Alice Cooper
has been viewed as either a
filthy pervert whose atrocities
have corrupted the youth of
America, or a modern-da^ P.T.
Barnum-type huckster whose
hype has gleaned him over a
million bucks. But surprise,
surprise! The Coop really does
know how to belt out some good
old rock-and-roll. If it was not
apparent before, it is now; his
latest release, Muscle of Love,
proves it.
Gone are the sound effects of
bullfights, cannons, dentist
drills, pulled teeth, car wrecks,
guillotines, ad nauseum, that
made his previous album,
Billion Dollar Babies, sound
more like a soundtrack to his
stageshow than anything else.
All of the Cooper in-concert
grossities — gangfights,
hangings, electrocutions,
decapitations — are not to be
found on Muscle of Love. In
their place is a hard-edged
collection of well-structured
tunes: some catchy, some
danceable and all listenable.
No doubt about it, this is the
most consistent Cooper LP to

A

date. It is fresh, boisterous and
chock-full of something that
everyone can relate to — SEX!
In fact, the record itself comes
packaged in a plain, brown
wrapper. But the songs are
qui te harmless and all in fun. A
song that was not allowed on the
album concerned a lonely
housewife who commits an
unnatural act with a squeezebottle of dish detergent. The
songs on Muscle of Love do not
match that one in their level of
crassness.
Take the title track: Cooper
describes the trials and
tribulations that every
adolescent faces when he
smashes into puberty at ninety
miles-per-hour. Suddenly, all of
the lockerroom stories, dirty
jokes and porno mags make
sense, and the kid begins to
wonder if he is normal or not.
The "muscle of love" Cooper
talks about is the heart, and by
using the humor that he
provided in such gems as
"Alma Mater" an<J "School's
Out," Cooper turns a very
human situation into comedy
relief.

"Working Up A Sweat" is
literally a holocaust of passion.
Cooper is an expert at handling
a song: he brings us to the
brink, but he never pushes us
over. Witness the line:
"Bandages come off today —
Really feelin' sick — Hardest
part's explainin' all those —
Blisters on my . . . NOSE!" It
is not so much what is said as
what is inferred.
A rew more cuts are hard
hitting and powerful. "Big
Apple Dreamin' (Hippo)" is
about rubes who have, "Heard
'bout those massages — And all
those dirty shows...read
somewhere some places never
close," and decided to see what
the big city is made of. A biting
exchange of guitar crashes
bursts open "Never Been Sold
Before," a song in which a
prostitute complains to her
pimp because of his unrealistic
demands. The final number,
"Woman Machine," is the
ultimate in male chauvinism —
a mechanical female who will,
"...do your work in half the time

J

— Never sick, can't go blind."
The song is loaded with
metallic, electronic whirrings,
and concludes with Alice
reciting an instruction manual
for Ampex tape recorders
through a phaser.

the fast-paced excitement of an
action-packed chase scene. Like
the hero of the Who's
Quadrophenia, the narrator of
"Teenage Lament '74" is also a
young man who cannot seem to
fit into fashion, and resolves his
plight by running away. The
Muscle of Love also contains song truly recaptures the flavor
some interesting diversions. of the '60s, and the '40s style of
Like "No More Mister Nice the Pointer Sisters blends in
Guy," the delicate "Hard very well. However, the guest
Hearted Alice" maintains that vocalists should have been
Alice Cooper is basically a given more than a cameo shot in
sweet guy who just happens to a couple songs.
be making a mint by protraying
a monster because, "HardAlice Cooper has finally
heart Alice is what you want to broken free of his image and
see." Although "Crazy Little unleashed some really
Child" is a typical ballad about dynamite rock. His nasally
a small-time hood, the ragtime whining voice comes across
piano and Dixieland brass make rich and resonant, and the solos,
it a captivating little ditty.
although brief, are precise in
their punch. The band has
The real shock has to be how dropped their gimmicks and
Cooper conned Liza Minnelli, shown themselves to be a
Ronnie Spector and the Pointer tightly-organized, respectable
Sisters into appearing on the outfit. Who cares whether or not
album. Minnelli injects some Cooper's brand of music is
sharp, clear lines into "The immortal? All that matters is
Man With The Golden Gun," a that this album will be played
memorial to James Bond long after others have been left
movies that manges to imitate to catch dust on the shelf.

out with the newly aired, in with the old

some great 'Days1 in the evenings
By Bruce R. Miller
The time-worn phrase "ring
out the old and ring in the new,"
seems to have been revised by
the three major networks to
read," "ring out the new and
ring in the old," as they prepare
to present their "second
season" television offerings.

"NBC Follies," and "Love
Story," plans to play it safe the
second half of the television
year by reviving its summer
series, "Music Country,
U.S.A.," and adding a third
movie night, this time on
Wednesdays.

NBC, the network that
cleaned out "Needles and
Pins," "Diana," "Tenafly,"
"Faraday and Company,"

"Music Country, U.S.A.,"
Dean Martin's summer
replacement,will again consist
primarily of those poorly
edited tapes which made such

James Franciscus stars in "Doc Elliot."

a hit with Country-Western
music fans across the nation.
Helping the show during its
second outing will be Loretta
Lynn, Donna Fargo, Lynn
Anderson, and Johnny Cash, all
lending their presence to the
totally-dubbed hour on a semiregular basis.

television
established series "Gunsmoke"
and "Maude" are two new
comedies, "Dirty Sally" and
"Great Day."
Replacing the innovative sit
com, "Calucci's Dept.," is a
family western called "Dirty
Sally," which is based on a 1970
"Gunsmoke"
two-parter
starring veteran actress
Jeanette Nolan as a haggard old
junk collector. Doomed at the
start with tough competition
from NBC's "Sanford and Son,"
"Dirty Sally" should be cleaned
up and out before she gets a
chance to reform her
gunfighting partner, Dack
Rambo.

In addition to a number of
repeat motion pictures, "NBC
Wednesday Night at the
Movies" will present several
"World Premiere" features,
including Truman Capote's Lee M a i o r s a s " T n e S i x -Million"Uncle Sam's Hard-Luck Dollar M a n . "
Hotel," and Laura Ingalls
Wilder's "Little House on the will co-star Richard Jaeckel,
Prairie" starring Michael Mike Delani, and Bill Overton.
Landon.
Rounding out the trio of mini"Great'Day" stands the best
dramas is "Chopper One,"
After dumping "Room 222," another crime-fighting series chance to survive the fall cuts
"Bob and Carol and Ted and about two rookies who use a with "Maude's" housekeeper,
A l i c e , ' ' ' ' T h e N e w helicopter to defeat the forces of -Esther Rolle recreating her
Temperature's Rising Show," evil. Piloting the program will Florida character on a weekly
"Adam's Rib," "Griff," and be newcomers, Dirk Benedict basis. Lending support as her
"Love, American Style," ABC and Jim McMullan.
husband is John Amos whose
is switching its attention from
previous exposure has been as
half-hour situation comedies to
The one new comedy program a semi-regular on "The Mary
half-hour dramtic series.
on ABC is "The Happy Days," a Tyler Moore Show."
nostalgic thirty minutes of the
Joining NBC's "Adam-12" in humorous life in the '50s.
The third newcomer on CBS is
that almost extinct format are Heading the cast are Ronnie "Apple's Way," another one of
"The Cowboys," "Firehouse," Howard from "American those human dramas from the
and "Chopper One."
Graffiti" fame, and Tom Bosley folks who brought us "The
and Marion Ross. With the Waltons." Starring as the "non"The Cowboys," based on the current trend in reliving the hero hero" architect who leaves
John Wayne movie, will feature past, this series holds the the big city for a serene life in
a number of the film's young greatest chance for ratings' Iowa is "Deliverance" star,
stars, including Sean Kelly, success among the four new Ronny Cox. It will take another
David Carradine, Clay O'Brien, ABC second-quarter freshmen. "Waltons" miracle, however,
and A1 Martinez, and will star
for this series to defeat the
Beverly Garland in the role of
To complete its schedule, indomitable "World of Disney,"
Wayne's widow. Without The ABC has upped the monthly which dealt "Perry Mason"
Duke, however, this show holds programs, "Doc Elliot" and his only loss of the television
very little promise for survival "The Six Million Dollar Man," season.
past May.
to weekly prominence in the
With late starts delaying the
new winter line-up. After poor
"Firehouse," which had its starts in the fall, these two first season, it looks as though
premiere on the "Movie of the should begin to establish strong audiences will once again stick
Week," will concentrate on the following in their new format. with the established winners
everyday operations of Engine
and select "The Happy Days"
Company 23, a fire-fighting
Over at CBS, the word for and "Great Day," thereby
brigade led by the former their new season is "spin-off." leaving the nights to the
"Virginian," James Drury, and Resting on the laurels of
professionals, not the amateurs.

LAMPHIE
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art faculty exhibits wares

LOUNGE

in annual show at CA

NOW SHOWING

a landscape design he recently
The annual Moorhead State completed.
College Faculty Exhibition is
now open and will continue
Other faculty members, Dale
through Jan. 25.
0. Amundson, John Boyd
Holland, Lyle Laske, Don
New to the exhibition is Lois McRaven, Timothy Ray,
Fisher, a graduate assistant, Marcel Stratton and Jack
exhibiting woven works. P. Youngquist, are showing
Richard Szeitz, Art Department drawings, paintings, sculpture,
chairman, is showing plans for water colors and ceramics.

FRIENDSHIP.
Nightly
from 8:30-1:00
Open
:00 AM - 1:00 AM
Sandwiches
11 - 4

HOLIDAY MALL Moorhead
233-5221

r

Meditation
Lecture
Photos by Jeff Liss.

Cinema II, West Acres — Held Over!
it's a life style.
It's the beauty of love, the joy of freedom.
It's the best-selling book. It's Neil Diamond.
It's a motion picture.

The Hall Bartlett Film

Jonathan Livingston
Seagull

Eve. 7:00-9:15
Sat. & Sun. Mats. 2:15

' /Ti
262-2626
j*
WESt ACRES SHOPPING CENIEff

Held Over
4th Week
3rd Week!

Cinema I
West Acres

BURT LANCASTER
RBBERT RYAN
WILL GEER
Eve. —
7:15-9:15
Sun. Mat.
2:00

Elizabeth
Taylor

Ash

Wednesday'
IN COLOR'

COLOR

A Paramount Picture

A National General Release ^

Cinema 70

Paramount Pictures Presents
A Sagittarius Production

1 Mile So. Of
1-94 on U.S. 81

Eve. 7:30-9:30
Sat.-Sun. Mats. 2:00

Set
The Students' International Meditation Society will
sponsor an introductory lecture on Transcendental
Meditation as taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi in
Room 147, Student Union on Thursday, Jan. 10 at 7:30
p.m. Reputed to be easily learned by anyone
regardless of intellectual, cultural or religious
background, Transcendental Meditation (TM) is
defined as a simple, natural, scientifically verifiable
technique which allows the individual to begin to make
use of his full mental potential while giving profound
rest to the body.
Practiced for just a few minutes morning and
evening, its Adherents claim such results as greater
energy and clarity of mind, better health, increasing
freedom from tension, increasing ability to cope
successfully with complex or stressful situations —
greater overall ability for successful achievement.
Scientists at Harvard Medical School and Stanford
Research Institute are currently doing extensive
research on the physiological benefits — these will be
discussed at the lecture.
Teachers of Transcendental Meditation describe it
as a unique process of direct experience which involves
no form of concentration, contemplation, or any
unnatural manipulations of mind or body. It is an
effortless, and thoroughly refreshing and enjoyable
process based on the natural mechanics of the thinking
process. TM is not a religion nor is it associated with
any particular doctrine or code of beliefs. According to
the Maharishi, principle teacher of Transcendental
Meditation in contemporary society, life lived in
fulfillment is the normal state of human life and
transcendental meditation is a simple and spontaneous
technique which allows the individual to grow to
experience this in his own life.
The lecture will be held on Thursday, Jan. 10 at 7:30
p.m. in Room 147, Student Union. The speaker will be
Dinah Childress, instructor in TM.
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Bahai Community

chairman of the local
adminstrative body, said.
"People are searching in
many directions for relief and
answers. We feel this special
day will be ideal for the

to celebrate soon

followers of many religions to
come together for prayer and
fellowship, to bear witness to
the same origin of all of God's
religions and to the fact that He
is the only guide for a troubled
humanity."

The Bahai Faith originated in
Persia in 1844. It now has
followers in more than 300
nations and territories of the
world. The World Centre of the
Bahai Faith is located on Mount
Carmel, in Haifa, Israel.

Moorhead State to host DECA conference

The Bahai communities of Jan. 18 in the Fargo Public
Fargo-Moorhead are preparing Library. An informal fireside
to observe the 25th anniversary will be sponsored by the MSC
The Moorhead State
of World Religion Day Jan. 20. Bahai Ideals Group at 8 p.m. on C o l l e g i a t e D i s t r i b u t i v e
Jan. 19 in the home of Echo Education Chapter will host the
W o r l d R e l i g i o n D a y , Kingsbury, 300 6th Ave. S., annual Distributive Education
sponsored by the United States M o o r h e a d . F o r f u r t h e r Minnesota High School District
Bahai Community, is intended information, call 233-3138 or 236- No. 10 Career Development
to proclaim the oneness of all 8878.
Conference Jan. 17.
the great religions and to
Three hundred area high
emphasize that religion is the
Dr. Gerald Hanks, consultant
motivating force that will general surgeon in Winnipeg school students will participate
eventually
p r o m p t and fellow in the Royal College in marketing and distributive
events.
establishment of peace upon the of Surgeons, Edinburgh and c o m p e t i t i v e
planet.
Canada, is the speaker. He will Competitive events will include
speak on "The Gift of His public speaking, management
The event is now celebrated in Holiness Abraham." People of problem solving, marketing
t h e m o r e t h a n 5 , 0 0 0 all religious persuasions are r e s e a r c h s t u d i e s a n d
parliamentary procedure. The
communities throughout the invited.
conference will be held in
country where Bahais reside.
"A deepening gloom caused Comstock Memorial Union
A public program will be by the many crises which are from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. Judges
presented by the Bahais of facing us is settling upon the for the competitive events will
Fargo and Moorhead at 8 p.m. c o u n t r y , " L i n d a S m i t h , be representatives from Fargo-
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ATEWAY
CINEMA

302 MAIN 293-1430

Charles
Bronson

Burt

Reynolds
IN

"The Valachi j
Papers" j

"Shamus"
9:15

7:00

PG

w h e r e d i n i n g includes hello a n d a g o o d buy

K0E33&
•Rojjal Rooster

Moorhead and area
professional organizations and
business firms.
Afternoon activities for
students include an MSC
Planetarium show, a West
Acres Shopping Center tour and
a visit to WDAY's "Party Line"
television show.
Highlighting the day's
activities will be a banquet and
awards ceremony, where
district winners will be given
recognition and earn the right to
participate in state competition,
to be held in Minneapolis in
March.
Along with developing
leadership abilities in the
students, the conference gives

MSC Collegiate members
experience in planning and
preparation which will be of use
when they become future
teacher-coordinators.

UMC worship
During the cold weather, the
United Campus Ministry
C e n t e r , 1313 9 t h A v e . S . ,
Moorhead, will provide
contemporary worship services
at 11 a.m. Sundays.
According to Rev. Richard
Kretzschmar, campus minister,
worship will include
interpretive dance, healingtype services and other
experimental presentations as
well as more traditional forms
of worship.

93 Weeks And Still Going
This delightful bizarre comedy of an 80
year old woman and a 20 year old boy has
played to a Minneapolis theatre audience
for over 93 weeks. We invite you to see
"Harold & Maude" and the marvelous short
subject "De Duve" (The Dove).

"IT IS A JOY!"
—Judith Crist, New York Magazine
Paramount Pictures Presents

HAROLD and MAUDE .
Color by Technicolor*

... . .. .

Nightly 7:00-9:00
Sat. & Sun. 1-3-5-7-9

Now enjoy
"Walking Tall"
in the luxurious
surroundings
ofthe
Safari Twin

Audiences are standing up
and applauding...

FRIED CHICKEN

1.15

Fresh, select chicken pressure-fried
to perfection. Never frozen, never
pre-cooked. Always crisp and golden!

ROYAL ROOSTER CHICKEN DINNER
Three pieces of crisp chicken, French fried
potatoes, your choice of salad, and a hot
buttered roll.

9

ENJOY IT AT HOME

60

4E Piece

ID

pack

CK

80

*

All Royal Rooster Fried Chicken is available for convenient carryout service.

'COUPON

50

The Regular $1.95
Price Of Our
Chicken Dinner

Offer expires Feb. 28, 1973.

SUPB Films presents
A new film by.
Kurt Vonnegut
"Mr. Vonnegut's nightterrors ... a very
funny hour and a half.'
-LIFE MAGAZINE

Featuring Bob and Ray,
Bill Hickey and Kevin
McCarthy. Directed by
Fred Burzyk. Written
by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
In color from
New Line Cinema

IVONNEGUTS

Coupon must accompany purchase at Kings Food Host.

Holiday Mall
Moorhead

Nightly 7:00-9:15
Sat. & Sun., 5:00-7:15-9:30

ROYAL ROOSTER CHICKEN BASKET

Two pieces of crisp chicken and French
fried potatoes.

piece
family
pack

FROM
CINERAMA
RELEASING

1322 Main Ave.
Fargo

BETWEEN TIME
AMD TIMBUKTU
A SPACE FANTASY

Wednesday, January 16,7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
Weld Auditorium, $.25
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economically speaking
Cooper likes MSC
"I enjoy being around the
atmosphere," commented John
Cooper, economics instructor
at Moorhead State College,
"and seeing people develop."
"When someone finally gets it
together on a test," he
observed, "you feel you've
helped him understand it
better."

Cooper, born in Nebraska and
raised in California, graduated
from Sacramento State,
Sacramento, CA,
and
completed his graduate work at
University of Oregon. He then
taught for three years at the
University of Idaho before
coming to MSC.
He came to MSC under what
he considers a "happen
circumstance." He was looking
for a job, which were "tight at
the time," and he heard there
was an opening in the
economics department that
had not been filled yet, from a
person who had applied for the
job, but had not been hired.
MSC has a "good reputation"
with the people he knows, so he
applied for the job and was
hired.

Cooper, now in his second
year at MSC, compared
teaching to acting "because you
have to get yourself up for the
job." He finds teaching "very
interesting" and "quite
satisfying." He has found that it
is not exactly true to say "you
never really learn your subject
until you have to teach it," but
rather, in teaching, "you have
to learn how to get at it better,"
For Cooper, teaching is
"definitely" a learning
"A much firmer background
experience.
in math", would be the way he

students invited to meet
Republican head here
Interested students from both
The 8 p.m. meeting will be in
Moorhead State College and Room 202 of the MSC Student
Concordia College are invited to Union.
a meeting at 8 p.m., Jan. 10 at
MSC to meet and hear State
Brown, 37, from Stillwater,
Sen. Robert Brown, chairman will be here as part of a series of
of the Minnesota Republican initial visits he ig making to
Party.
Minnesota college campuses
since being elected last June as
the first part-time volunteer
chairman of the party in several
years.
An associate professor at St.
Thomas College in St. Paul,
Brown visited with Minnesota
Republican party county
leaders.
He placed special
emphasis on making the
Minnesota GOP "the most open
political party in the nation."

would change his past
education, if he had it all to do
over again. He switched from a
history major to an economics
major during his senior year,
because he liked the
"explanation of the historical
change" of
economics.
Therefore, he does not have as
good
a background in his
major as he would like to. He
has found the lack of a firm
background in math to be a
"kind of handicap".
From his viewpoint, the
major problem facing the world
is an economic one, which is
now more apparent to
Americans because "we've
never had to face shortages
before" or had to deal with
"scarcity in the face of wants".
He believes gas rationing is
needed
because excessive
prices would just bring a
"redistribution of the users".
The "big shot", he claims,
would not be sensitive to price,
while the working person would
"need it more". He feels past
prices have made it
too
cheap, for too long, to usp a
large amount of fuel. He cited a
worsening situation with
increased population and
increased usage.

Photo by Jeff Liss

He found it hard to generalize in some areas, because either
when comparing MSC students there are a lot of bright students
to others,
but he felt the or some teachers are giving too
students here come from high high
grades, which is
s c h o o l t o c o l l e g e b e t t e r downgrading the value of an
prepared than the average A".
student does. He also saw the
In observing the relationship
average MSC student as a little between the students and the
above the average of other community, he said he had not
schools. This could be due, he h e a r d m a n y g r i p e s , b u t
felt, to the higher taxes in commented the relationship is
Minnesota, but the "grading good compared to other schools
standards could be brought up he has been at.

MPIRG proposes an alternative
highway plan in report
MINNEAPOLIS — The
Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group (MPIRG)
released its report, "An
Alternative to the Highway
Action Plan:
Ending the
Participation Put-on," Dec. 11.
The report was a response to the
Minnesota Highway
Department's (MHD) Action
Plan.
The MRIRG
report
recommends four major policy
changes in the MHD Action
Plan. They are:

district and one at-large
4. Abolition of all citizens',
member. The commission advisory committees to the
would set highway policy for the highway department.
state and would select the state
highway commissioner.
The MPIRG Report was
presented to the first meeting of
2. Creation of a regional level the Citizen Plan Task Force.
project management board to The primary role of the Task
r e v i e w a n d m a k e Force is to participate with and
recommendations upon the advise MHD in the development
d e v e l o p m e n t o f c e r t a i n and revision of the Action Plan.
corridors. This board would
consist of 50 per cent citizens
The Task Force was created
and 50 per cent highway
in
response to criticism voiced
officials.
by MPIRG, the Sierra Club and
3. Extension of the present t h e C i t i z e n s ' A d v i s o r y
t h e
public hearing process to grant C o m m i t t e e o f
at least 90 days notice to citizens Environmental Quality Council.

1. Creation of a highway
commission composed of one of impending proposals.
citizen from each congressional

Hi Brau

um®n

233-2461

Premium Beer

24 Hour
Towing A Wrecker
Service

At
The Mill Liquor Store

HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD

1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

T-Shirts

Need Passport
Photos (Cheap)?

Sweat Shirts

Beer Towels
Wind Breakers

Ceramic Steins
Colossal Mugs

Insulated Mugs
Mustache Mugs

Plastic Cups

From $150.00

Think Three
diamond

brilliant

perfect

engagement

Lighters
Stadium Blankets

Beautiful Mr. and Mrs. bridal
... a

Coasters

sets

Keepsake
ring

Liquor — Wine —

From

Beer — Ice

$100.

with

matching wedding rings. Master
crafted and fully guaranteed

Special Student Prices

THE ROUND HOUSE
94 LIQUORS

Special Student Prices

mm ,nf

Cor. 12 Ave. S. & Old Hwy. 52
236-9494 — Moorhead .

Leinenkugels
Beer

OPEN 9:30-9:00 week days
9:30 -6:00 Saturdays

At
The Mill Liquor Store
1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

If you are planning to eat
pasta in Rome this
year...be sure your
passport is in order..
W h e n y o u n e e d
regulation passport photos
taken, call us. Our work is
professional and the fee is
nice and low.

I

WOO
"All YOU do is smile'

JtWtllRS

Since 1914

DOWNTOWN FARG< >
ANDWEST ACRES

Call: 236-2551
Ask for Tom or Jeff
"(Clip and S a v e ) "

American Studies students
write own textbook
By Corinne Iversen
Somewhere in a corner of
Weld Hall in the Humanities
Department, the students
enrolled in "Topics in American
Culture" of the American
Studies Program, headed by
Dr. Joyce Flint, are in the
process of writing a book.
The students enrolled in the
course, in fact, are fascinated
with the course and find a desire
to learn.
Paula Dammel (fr-Rothsay),
who learned of the American
Studies Program through a
presentation by Flint in a
women's studies course, finds
the loose-structured discussion
class interesting and
worthwhile.
Her area of
concentration concerns
alternatives to the nuclear
family and how it is affected by
consumer orientation.
Phil Hoverstein (so-Park
Rapids) finds the loose format a
good learning process giving
the students a change to reach
out in their own areas.

area of expertise and compiles
a report.
Each report is
discussed in class to be sure of
its content and a final draft is
written which becomes a
chapter to the book.
Jill Curtiss (sr-Moorhead), a
speech major involved with
public relations, wants to learn
more about family relations in
society.

Mary Carlson (jr-Fertile),
Mary Ydstie (j-Moorhead) and
Jeff Halvorsen (jr-Moorhead)
are working together on a visual
bibliography (a slide show) of
the American family.
By writing their own book the
students not only learn but
understand what they learn.
The American Studies
Program is an example of the
modernizing of the traditional
learning process.

Modular scheduling was
introduced to schools, a system
in which classes meet for
various lengths of time
The reasons for writing their depending upon the class
Lectures, for
own book include the chance to s i t u a t i o n .
research the American culture e x a m p l e , w o u l d l a s t
through their own areas of approximately one hour; labs
expertise and to
develop would last any where from one
to five hours (depending on the
their areas of interest
course the lab was required
for); small group discussion
Each student researches an sessions would last from 30
area that pertains to his or her minutes to one hour. .

y/4

GROUND BEEF
114 5th St. S.

Maintenance workers
had to begin a week ago
Wednesday to warm up the
buildings to operational level,
Grier said.

Moorhead

Herring termed the energysaving plan an "experiment".
In addition to cutting fuel
consumption and power output
from the heating plant in half, it
was valuable because it will
enable MSC to plan better for
any future energy emergencies,
he said. However, without a
very long cold spell, MSC's fuel
picture looks good for the rest of
the winter, he added.
Grier, on the other hand,
pointed out that until now, the
type of oil used by MSC
(number six) has not been
controlled. However, he has

Herring explained that the
money saved in heating costs
over break will probably be
eaten up during the heating
season by continually rising
prices of oil. Murphy has raised
prices slightly three times
already.

Open Sundays 10-8

BULK CLEANING
5 u>, *l.99
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

233-3688

SUPB Films present

k

WITH I.D.

25c WASHERS

Mandy's Quick Clean & Laundry

special ring
for your
Valentine.

FIRESONG

An ArtCarved dia
mond ring. A pre
cious way to express
your love on Valen
tine's Day. Choose
from out complete
collection.

c

_y4rt Carved

Hale
Jewelers
212 Broadway, Fargo
No Interest on Charges

Brookdale Shopping Center
l»i<7ruiTTT' 234-7032

S SPORTING GOODS
DOWNTOWN - FARGO - 237-9194

Holiday Mall
612 N. P. Ave.

Rausch Liquors
$

A

been notified that it will be
regulated after Jan. 15, but he
doesn't know how yet.
"At the present time, we
anticipate maintaining our
regular calendar," Herring
said.
MSC. will continue to
operatj under the energy
conserv^tionnrpeasures adopted
in November. All buildings will
operate at 6§ degrees, fresh air
intake will be reduced and state
cars must drive at 50 mil&s per
hour.
Mf

CELEBRATETHE
HOLIDAYS AT

"Your One-Stop Meat Shop"

1330 MAIN AVE.
MOORHEAD

energy con't. from P.l

1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

Save on Meats

Rausch Liquors

MIDTERM AND GRADUATION: Winter quarter midterm will be Friday,
Jan. 18. Faculty members should pick up midterm deficiency report forms
from the Off ice of Admissions and Records. Students planning to graduate at
the end of Winter, 1974, must have completed graduation applications on file
at the Office of Admissions and Records by the midterm deadline. Late
applications will be deferred to Spring, 1974.

At
The Mill Liquor Store

«

GIVE YOUR FRIENDS
A GIFT FROM

(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-written
to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except for
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don Engberg,
Registrar

Ballantine
Beer

"Are you getting the service
you are paying for?"

EVERY DAY SPECIAL

official bulletin
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.

Moorhead
Fargo

THINK SNOW

1330 MAIN AVE.
MOORHEAD

and visit the N.W.'s largest ski shop.

MERICAN STATE RANK

AMERICAN
STATE

BANK

A SPACE FANTASY

Wednesday, Jan. 16
7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
Weld Auditorium, $.25

g

y

Striving to meet student needs
+ Free minimum balance checking
-I-Drive in teller windows
+ Friendly fast service

BETWEEN TIME
AND TIMBUKTU
Mr.Vonnegut's night-terrors...a very
funny hour and a half.-LIFE MAGAZINE

OP MOONHIAO
IHIAD

TEMPERATURE

DRIVE IN BANKING
CUSTOMER PARKING

• No Entertainment
• No Dancing Girls
• No Cover Charge
• No Tipping
• Just Great Food!

Downtown Moorhead

BONSNZfi

SIRLOIN PIT
2515 S. University Drive

40* Off

Member FDIC

Reg. Price

SUNDAY ONLY
+ Sirloin
+ Chopped Steak

Bring your MSC
I.D. for this special.
(No coupon).
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wrestlers to face Bemidji, then Clarion this weekend
Moorhead State College
returns to wrestling action this
week from the holiday recess,
and the Dragons will face a
most imposing challenge.
The Dragons entertain
Bemidji State College on Friday
night in a 7:30 dual and host
national power Clarion State
College (PA) on Saturday
afternoon at 12:30. The match,
originally set for 2 p.m., was
altered to allow for an early
flight departure for Clarion.
The Dragons, idle since their
33-11 triumph over North
Dakota in mid-December, are
anxious to return to action
Friday. "We know Bemidji

r

—

State has a good club," Dragon
Clarion State will enter
coach Bill Garland warned. Saturday with awesome
"On paper their strengths credentials.
Clarion retains
appear to be concentrated in the three NCAA University Division
upper weights."
champions from last year's
squad, including Don Rohn
Garland is especially (134), Wade Schalles (158) and
concerned about Jerry Bill Simpson (167). Schalles, a
Cleveland (150), Roger two-time national champion,
Rowbotham (158 or 167), Larry was named Outstanding
Harn (177), Bob Whelan (190) Wrestler at both the NCAA
and Paul Benedict, defending College and University Division
heavyweight champion in the tournaments in 1972. All three
Northern Intercollegiate national champions are
Conference.
expected to be up one weight
class against the Dragons.
Although the Dragons own a
12-7 series advantage over the
In addition to Rohn, Schalles
Beavers, they have not defeated and Simpson, Clarion has other
Bemidji since posting a 20-12 outstanding personnel as well,
triumph in 1970.
including heavyweight Chuck
:
> Coryea, runnerup in the College
Division tournament last year,
and 118-pound Craig Turnbull

sports

women's basketball
team inexperienced
By Gayle Cossette
A relatively young and
inexperienced MSC women's
basketball team opens its
season here Monday against
North Dakota State University.
With a predominantly
freshman team, MSC starts the
season with a new coach.
Judy Bowers replaces Dee
Watson who resigned last
spring after three years here.
Bowers received a major in
physical education from
Indiana
University,
Bloomington. She taught in a
Wisconsin high school before
doing graduate work last year.
She taught as a graduate
assistant at Penn State College,
PA, where she earned a
masters degree in physical
education, specializing in bio
mechanics.
Of the 25 Dragonnettes who
survived the first cut, only four
players, Linda Daak (jr-Detroit
Lakes), Julie Davies (jrAitkin), Linda Hedstrom (soAlameda, CA) and Gayle (Ole)
Olson (so-East Grand Forks)
are returning from last year.
There are one senior and three
transfer students on the team.
Bowers expects her team to
be fast and strong on defense,

hopefully making up for a lack
in height.
She doesn't know much about
the NDSU team except that it
has quite a few returning
players. She says of her own
girls, "It's going to be a lot of
guessing as to how they will
react in a game."
Monday's contest is at 5 p.m.
in Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse with
the B-squad playing the first
game.

J
There will be Super Bowl Weekend Specials Friday thru Sunday at the
recreation center- Bowl two games and get one game free or play pool for
one hour and get a half hour free.
Tuesday, Jan. 15 will be Ladies Day with both pool and bowling one half
price for all MSC women students.
Ask about our group rates for dorms and organizations. Contact Gary
Webber at the recreation center or call 236-2265. Start your new year off right
— use your recreation center — it's fun!

"Their personnel rates
between great and fantastic,"
Garland mentioned.
"They
have to be the finest wrestling
team that has ever come to Alex
Nemzek Hall. They don't have
a weakness anywhere."
Clarion's match with the
Dragons completes a five-meet
western tour.
Included are
duals at Iowa on Monday,
Mankato State on Tuesday,
Minnesota on Wednesday, and
North Dakota State on
Thursday.
Garland has not yet settled on
his cast for this weekend's
matches, although some spots
have already been secured.
Dave Maharas (fr-Moorhead)

will enter at 118 with Lynn
Simpson (fr-New York Mills) at
126.
Tom Lenihan (jrBismarch, ND) must face the
challenge of Jeff Horslund (frCedar Falls, IA) at 134 while
Joel Horslund (so-Cedar Falls,
IA) and Jerry Barnum (soMoorhead) will eliminate for
the 142-pound berth.
Lyle
Freudenberg (sr-Parkers
Prairie), owner of a 5-0 dual
record, will wrestle at 150 with
Dave Kranstover (jr-Detroit
Lakes) or Dave Drews (frWarren) the probables at 158.
Captain Bob Bowlsby (srWaterloo, IA) will enter at 167
with either Brad Kerr (fr-East
Grand Forks) or Sid Long (srPine River) at 177. Ted Buzzelli
(fr-Anoka) and Dan Jinks (frGrand Rapids) will fill the 190
and heavyweight spots.

Dragons sense potential
in recent road contests
Moorhead State College
returned from its recent
basketball safari, through
southern California with more
than just pleasant memories
and souvenirs.
"We learned a lot about
ourselves on the trip,'" Dragon
Coach Dennis Anderson
mentioned. "We began to play
up to our potential; we played
some of our best basketball of
the season against good
competition. It's going to help
us a lot to get ready for the
conference season."

MSC suffered an 83-73 loss at
UC-Irvine to launch the trip, but
The gymnastics team has also shocked Pepperdine University
begun practice, with Donella with a furious second-half rally
Palmer coaching for her sixth 64-61 in its next outing before
bowing 84-80 at Cal Stateyear.
Bakersfield. The Dragons
Of the eight gymnasts on the recessed for the holidays with a
team, none are returning from 5-5 overall record.
last year and most haven't
Jim Bowen (jr-York, SC),
competed before. Palmer has
some girls in each of the four carrying the bulk of the scoring
areas of competition, floor load all year, led the scoring
exercise, balance beam, uneven parade all three nights in
parallel bars and vaulting. The California with performances of
uneven bars and the balance 18, 25 and 31 points. The 6-3
beam are favored, according to junior college import has a
Palmer who,places most of the sparkling 23.7 scoring average
t e a m m e m b e r s i n t h e through 11 starts and ranks
second in rebounding with a
intermediate skill range.
The first gymnastic meet game average of 7 .
scheduled is for Jan. 22 at
Defending NIC champion,
Concordia. MSC will host a
meet Jan. 30 with the University Winona State, marred the
of North Dakota and possibly Dragons' conference debut last
Saturday night when the
Mayville State College.
Warriors rallied to subdue the
stubborn Dragons 80-73 at
Winona.

rec news

who places sixth at the CD
meet.

Dean Renneke (jr-Wood Lake) lends a hand to a Bemidji State player during
the Dragons 70-69 victory Tuesday night (Jan. 8) at Alex Nemzek.
Photo by Dave Benning

NIC center Gus Johnson with 28
points and 11 rebounds. Dean
Renneke (jr-Wood Lake) and
Chris Grier .(jr-Augusta, GA)
had 13 points each, while Kraig
Wold (sr-Rochester) and John
Marshall had nine.

while Gary Lange, the veteran
Huskie guard, is third in scoring
at 9.3 despite missing two
games.
The Dragons split verdicts
with Tech last year as well,
bowing in overtime 64-62 at
Houghton while claiming a 69-50
victory at Moorhead.

Last Saturday's defeat was
still troubling Anderson
Monday.
"We were very
disappointed in not winning that
game. We really felt we could
beat them at their place."

Michigan Tech will carry a
lackluster 1-5 overall record on
a Western swing this weekend,
but the Huskies' ledger is
deceiving. Tech's first four
defeats were by a combined
total of eight points.
Tech
snapped its losing string with a
90-58 triumph over Saginaw
Valley in mid-December. The
Huskies have not played since
their exhibition appearance
against the Danish Nationals
Dec. 19, but they will meet
Bemidji on Friday night before
arriving in Moorhead.

On Monday the Dragons
break from conference action
for their return date at Con
cordia. Moorhead whipped the
Cobbers 85-76 in the season's
opener at MSC in late
November, despite the 35-point
performance of Jim Bjorklund.
Veteran Bruce Kjesbo pairs
with Bjorklund to give coach
Sonny Gulsvig a potent scoring
tandem.

The Dragon boss was pleased
with some facets of MSC's play,
however. "Our front line had a
good night," Anderson
mentioned. Center Bowen
dazzled Winona's two-time all-

The youthful Huskies have
been led by 6-3 Matt Scott, who
has fashioned a 13.5 scoring
average through six games.
Bob Marzean, the 6-6 Huskie
center, ranks second at 12.3

"We don't know very much
about Michigan Tech yet,"
continued Anderson, "but we'll
scout them Friday night at
Bemidji."
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ACU-I winners named
Some of the winners are in
from the MSC playoffs for the
Association of College Unions
International Region 10
tournament which will be held
at Moorhead State College. In
14-1 billiards, the winners are
Bill Devine and Mike
McDonald. In chess, winners
are Elwyn Kjallberg and
Micheal Halverson. These four
people will represent MSC and
compete against 37 other
schools at the tournament Feb.
15 and 16.

With mannerisms and
thoughts as diverse as the
Minnesota Viking offense,
many Moorhead State students
will gather together to watch
Superbowl VIII this Sunday.
In a random sample of
student opinion it was found
that nearly all will be in their
favorite chairs watching
the Miami Dolphins and
Minnesota Vikings battle.
It was a nearly unanimous
opinion that the students polled
wanted the Vikings to win,but
more than half felt that Miami
would be the eventual winners.
Many students have
mannerisms that are
interesting and need some
explanation and clarification.
When Howie Lomsdal (gradFrazee) was questioned about
Super Sunday it was found he
needed his guitar on his lap to
bring the Vikings good luck.
Removal of the guitar while
watching other Viking games
seemed to bring the Vikings
adversity.
To Becky Olson (jr-PLU,
Tacoma, WA) Super Sunday
will mean being back in
Tacoma with her boyfriend
watching the Super Bowl.
A member of the Sigma Tau

Gammas, Dave Plakos (jrHuron, OH) said
there will
probably be 10-15 guys around
the Sig Tau house Sunday and
that they would be doing some
Super Bowl partying.
Plakos added that a member
of the Sig Taus gets so excited
during televised football games
that he is compelled to watch
the games up in his room by
himself. It seems that this
football fan curses at the
television set when something
bad happens to the Vikings. He
continues this action until
something good happens to
Minnesota.
A female football fan, Linda
Flacksbarth (so-Roseville),
said she gets help from her
boyfriend while watching
football games. It seems her
boyfriend likes to call the plays
with the quarterback. When the
play is over her boyfriend then
comments on why that play did
or didn't work.
Finally, Super Sunday at the
TKE house will include the
UCLA vs Notre Dame
basketball game and a party in
the festivities. Jerry Popp (srRoyalton) said it will be
"rowdy as hell."
With these but a few
comments it maybe time for
you to decide what you'll be
doing Super Sunday.

Saturday and doubles on
Sunday in the CMU Ballroom.
At the games room on Jan. 19 at
1 p.m. the Women's Billiards
playoffs get under way.
There is still time to get in the
running for the bowling title.
Men must bowl their first six
games before Saturday, and
women must bowl theirs before
Sunday. Then, at 1 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday
respectively, they may roll
another six games.
Bridge players have one last
chance. If you would like to
Mens' and womens' table c o m p e t e , t a l k t o B r u c e
tennis playoffs will be Jan. 19 Chambers or Ralph Bergland at
and 20 at 1 p.m. with singles on the Union Games room.

WINE

MARGNAT
Imported French Wine
IV2 Qt. Rose or Red

Paul AAasson
Carafes
Quarts and Pints

THE ROUND HOUSE
94 LIQUORS

Oir. 12 Ave. S. & Old Hwy. 52
L \ .236-9494 — Moorhead

intramurals

v

J

RED LEAGUE
Wizzers
Mighty Midgets
Pete's Shoes
Mick's Mauler's
Coup'eFerre's
White House
Light Brigade
TKE" A "
Rollin Villa
Hummers

2
2
2
1
1,
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

BLUE LEAGUE
Booba's Mice
Big "8"
TKE"B"
Kings
Bailers
Hooters Tooters
Missing Links
Soul Patrol
Rangers

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

GREEN LEAGUE
Honky Tonk Harriers
Sig Taus
MLO
High Bailers
Aces
P.S.E.
Baggers
Owls No. 2
Minnesota 650
MOO-T's

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
T
1
1
1
2
2
2

WHITE LEAGUE
Owls No. 1
Crusty Shorts
5th Floor Gunners
6 Footers
P.F.Y. Pistons
Mighty Micers
High Balls
E.Z. 8
Crabs
Volunteers

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

Give
the gift
of love
REGISTERED A . DIAMOND RINGS

The Moorhead State College intramural program is back in high gear
following the Christmas break with basketball, hockey, racquetball and co
ed broomball heading the list of activities.
Hockey games are held at the Moorhead 4-H Arena and broomball at the
Moorhead Central Skating Rink. Registration for men's and coed racquetball
started on Tuesday and will close Jan. 15. Entry blanks can be picked up at
the intramural office, intramural cageor physical education office.
The men's intramural swimmers meet will be held at 7 p.m., Jan. 24, at
Nemzek pool. Further information can be obtained from the intramural
office.

610 Main Ave.
Downtown Fargo
Park & Shop
Special College
Terms. •

The coed swimmers meet will be Feb. 6, at Nemzek pool. Registration
begins Jan. 29-Feb. 5. Nine women and nine men constitute a team.
Men's broomball registration starts Tuesday and ends Jan. 28., limited 18
men per team.

Dr. Harlan Geiger
Dr. James
McAndrew

Make the most of
someone yonlove.

OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
515 1st Ave. N.
Ph: 235-1292

PARTY TIME
AT

Rausch Liquors
1330 MAIN AVE.
MOORHEAD

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$<$
BAIL BONDS
Municipal -District -Federal
ANYWHERE - • ANYTIME
(24 HOURS)

BOB YOUNG AGENCY INC.
302 N Univ. Or. Fargo

$$$ss$$$$$$$$$$$$$sss$$s$$$s$$$$$$m$$$$$ji
We Specialize in Custom"Paint1
and Fiberglass Bodies

)

Pako Posters $3.95
Bring us your photo, negative,
drawing or clipping.
We'll do the rest.

AUTO BODY
• Registered
^Insured
Choose with confidence

West Acres Center
Fargo
Grosz Studio
Moorhead

NEUBARTH'S
LOCATED IN
THE MOORHEAD
CENTER MALL

Free Estimates
1522 MAIN-FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102;

Dial 232-2703

THE
jWELCOME
BACK
BUCK

The biggest bargain in good eating is even bigger right
now a s all of us down a t t h e Pizza Hut join in welcoming you
back to school. We're having a special offer for you which
wearecalling (appropriately enough) "The Welcome Back
B u c k " . If y o u c l i p t h e c o u p o n a b o v e a n d b r i n g i t o n d o w n t o
The Pizza Hut we'll knock a dollar off the regular price of
any large size pizza of your choice.
If y o u ' r e n o t a l l t h a t h u n g r y , t h e r e ' s 5 0 c o f f a n y s m a l l
pizza. Limit one coupon per customer please. Offer expires
January 17, 1974.

PIZZA HUT.

